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Abstract: This extended abstract presents an experimental evaluation of a modified obstacle
based potential field algorithm for an off-road mobile robot. The modifications involves
transforming the artificial potential field method to make it suitable for using the kinect as
a sensor and also to account for obstacle’s height in the potential force calculations. In the
presented algorithm the robot utilizes the depth video stream from the kinect to calculate the
resulting force depending on distance, while taking under consideration the height of the closest
obstacle. The final algorithm is tested on an experimental platform and the tests shows that
the robot is able to identify and categorise obstacles of various sizes, while avoiding the bigger
ones and over-riding the smaller ones.

1. INTRODUCTION

Autonomous off-road vehicles have a vast variety of poten-
tial applications in a lot of different domains such as ex-
ploration, search and rescue, environmental management
and forest machinery. Making an off-road vehicle fully
autonomous to reliably navigate and avoid obstacles is
a major challenge in robotics. To complete such tasks, a
mobile robot needs to be equipped with reliable sensors to
percept the environment, build environmental maps and
plan safe paths through the terrain. As a result the sen-
sors and perception systems must be able to handle very
rugged and uneven terrains. This is in contrast to more
conventional robot systems, which operates in simpler and
more structured environments. One of the main problems
in off-road vehicle navigation is obstacle detection and
avoidance. The wide diversity of appearance of potential
obstacles, different shapes and varying height makes the
problem very challenging. Many efforts have tried to solve
the problem relying on several sensors, including laser
range finder and radar [1], other approaches include the
utilization of stereo vision techniques [2]. Active sensors
make the problem considerably easier, but there are always
a trade off in cost and power consumption. In this paper an
inexpensive camera is used as an environmental perception
sensor, since cameras are considerably less expensive and
more suited for small systems as they do not consume as
much power. Avoiding obstacles by only relying on camera
input requires solving some vision problems. By using for
example the whole image will require more computational
power than deriving a region of interest in the image.
This region of interest must then contain enough informa-
tion about the environment to not miss critical obstacles.
Another problem involves how to determine what is an
obstacle and what is not. For off-road navigation it could
be useful for the robot to know the height of obstacles to
decide if it is possible to pass over or not. One approach for
obstacle avoidance is the Artificial Potential Field (APF)

method. This algorithm was first introduced in [3], and
has since then been widely used and improved [4,5]. The
contribution of this paper will be the modification of the
APF method to account for obstacle height.

2. OBSTACLE DETECTION AND AVOIDANCE

In the general potential field approach, obstacles which
should be avoided are surrounded by repulsive potentials,
while the goal point is surrounded by attractive potentials.
The robot then moves in the direction of the resulting
force, computed by summing the repulsive forces with the
attractive forces.

An object in the physical environment often consists of
a regular shape and material. The problem in detecting
obstacles is how the obstacles should be distinguished from
the environment, and how to determine where the obstacle
begins and where the ground begins. Especially when a
low cost sensor is being utilized, like the kinect sensor, the
provided depth image is somewhat unstable and flickery.

Flickery means that in some regions the depth camera
cannot read any depth values, which is presented as
completely black regions in Fig. 1 marked by red squares.
These regions then change over time which causes the
video to flicker. Thus the depth video from the kinect must
be processed to get rid of this flickering and also to extract
the information needed to detect obstacles.

(a) Marked regions (b) Before processing (c) After processing

Fig. 1. Image processing steps



From the processing of these images, the height of the
closest obstacle is measured and taken into account in the
calculations of the artificial forces in order to decide if the
robot should avoid or override the identified obstacle.

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The platform used in this research is a type called Wild
Thumper (WT). This platform is specially made to drive
in rough environments. The WT has big wheels with very
rough patterning, which makes it suitable for off-road
driving, while its wheel has a DC-motors, that makes it
possible to drive each wheel separately. The special super-
twist suspension on each wheel makes the platform ideal
for driving in very uneven terrains.

The main board on the robot is the Arduino Due. The
motors are controlled by the rover 5 motorcontroller board
and the wireless communication is done with XBees. To
measure the rotational speeds of the wheels four magnetic
encoders are mounted on each wheelshaft. An overview of
the experimental setup is presented in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Experimental setup of Wild Thumper

4. FINAL HEIGHT ALGORITHM

The height measurements and calculations are done sepa-
rately and then added to the calculation of the potential
fields form the Region Of Interest (ROI). Fig. 3 illustrates
the flow chart of the force calculated depending on the
height of the closest obstacle.
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Fig. 3. Flow chart for obstacle identification and naviga-
tion

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The evaluation of the proposed scheme has been performed
based on experimental results in different scenarios. The
first group of tests have been performed without consider-
ing the height of the obstacles, while in the second case the
height consideration were added. A comparison between
the unmodified version of the APF and the modified ver-
sion of the APF is depicted in Fig. 3. In both scenarios,
the same obstacles were used but in the height test some
lower obstacles were added to the robot’s path. In Fig.
3, the blue rectangles represent the obstacles and the red
rectangles represent the robots position at different times
during the experiment.

(a) Robot path before modifications

(b) Robot path after modifications

Fig. 4. Recorded paths of the robot
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